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Abstract-- This paper investigates the

failure during avalanche for 1.2 kV SiC 

MOSFETs and silicon IGBTs. The im

temperature, initial conditions of the

avalanche breakdown and the avala

explored for the different technologies. 

were conducted namely (i) constant avala

different peak avalanche currents and 

avalanche current with different avalan

MOSFETs are shown to be the most 

followed by the silicon IGBT and the silic

material properties of SiC suppress the

parasitic BJT that causes thermal 

avalanche.  

 
Index Terms—Avalanche Conduc

Reliability, Silicon Carbide, 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

It is important for power devices to b

current in avalanche reliably without 

destruction. Some applications such a

Starter-Alternator in automotive system

resistance MOSFETs in avalanche mo

reliability under these conditions is cri

are two avalanche conduction modes, 

dynamic. In the static avalanche case, t

normal forward conduction mode, he

across the device is low while the curr

case of dynamic latching, both the volta

high which can happen during linear m

unclamped inductive switching. The c

dynamic avalanche to occur is less than

[3-5]. The ambient temperature is critic

the avalanche capability of the device a

the device to operate less reliably as i

Depending on the peak avalanche 

avalanche duration (size of the inducto

the power device will dissipate diff

avalanche energy reliably [7]. The aval

of power devices will also depend 

technology type as well as the fabricatio

paper the avalanche capabilities o

MOSFETs, Si IGBTs and Si MOSFE

Two different circuits were used fo

experiments as well as several avalan

ambient temperatures. In section II the

up is described and the measurements

Section III, the junction temperatures a

the conclusions are presented in section
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anche duration is 
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anche duration with 

(ii) constant peak 

che durations. SiC 

rugged technology 

con MOSFET. The 

e triggering of the 

runaway during 

ction, MOSFET, 

be able to conduct 

suffering thermal 

as the Integrated-

ms use low on-state 

ode, hence, device 

itical [1, 2]. There 

namely static and 

the device is in the 

ence, the voltage 

rent is high. In the 

age and current are 

mode operation and 

current density for 

n that of the static 

cal in determining 

and largely causes 

it is increased [6]. 

current and the 

or storing energy), 

ferent amounts of 

lanche capabilities 

on the transistor 

on material. In this 

of 1.2 kV SiC 

ETs is examined. 

or conducting the 

nche energies and 

e experimental set 

s are presented. In 

are calculated and 

n IV. 

II.  EXPERIMENTAL

MEASUREM

The experiments were condu

shown in Fig.1.   

 

Fig. 1.  Experim

 

The experiments were under

MOSFET (CMF10120D), F

(FGA15N120ANTD) and I

(IXFX20N120). All of the devi

similar current ratings. The 

modulated using 4 different i

mH, 2.2 mH, 4.8 mH and 9.

placed in an environmental cha

different ambient temperatures 

temperature. The tests were c

25 C, 50 C, 75 C and 125 C.

Two different circuit

in the avalanche experiments. I

in Fig. 2(a), the DUT is used to

means there is some initial c

when it is set into avalanche. I

shown in Fig. 2(b), a differen

used to charge the inductor m

switched on. In the tests cond

Fig. 2(a), there will be some i

rise in the DUT due to the fac

current in the channel of t

conduction losses. In the exp

initial junction temperature 

temperature 
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cted using the equipment 

 
mental set up 

rtaken using CREEs SiC 

Fairchild’s silicon IGBT 

IXYS silicon MOSFET 

ices are rated at 1.2 kV and 

avalanche durations were 

inductor sizes namely 1.2 

.5 mH. The devices were 

amber in order to modulate 

 and observe the impact of 

conducted at -25 C, 0 C, 

  

t configurations were used 

In one configuration shown 

o charge the inductor which 

current through the device 

In the second configuration 

nt higher voltage device is 

meaning the DUT is never 

ducted using the circuit in 

nitial junction temperature 

ct that there is some initial 

the device, hence, some 

eriments in Fig. 2(b), the 

will be the ambient 
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n 
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Fig. 2(a).  Circuit with DUT charging 

 

Fig. 2(b).  Circuit with DUT not chargin

 

Fig. 3 shows a typical measurement 

characteristics using the circuit in Fig. 

be seen that there is simultaneously hi

and current through the device wh

dissipates current into the DUT. Th

breakdown voltage of the device. 

Fig. 3.  Device Charging Inductor and goin

 

 
the inductor 

 
ng the inductor 

of the avalanche 

2(a), where it can 

igh voltage across 

hile the inductor 

his voltage is the 

 
ng into avalanche 

A.  DUT charging the inductor 

i.e. DUT gate is ungrounded) 

The first test was conducted

(a). The results presented in th

both the MOSFETS and 

inductances and all the tempe

avalanche energy, the following

  

 

where EAV is the avalanche en

and IAV is the peak avalanche 

calculated peak avalanche ener

as a function of temperature

durations (inductances) for th

results for the IGBT are presen

that the peak avalanche 

temperature as expected bec

temperature sets the headroom

to be dissipated. 

  

Fig. 4. Peak avalanche energy as a fun

inductances for the 

Fig. 5. Peak avalanche energy as a fun
inductances for the 

 

 

From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, it

MOSFET is capable of w

avalanche energy compared to

the difference between them in

duration. In the case of the SiC

avalanche energy conducted by

the avalanche duration whe

(Test circuit in Fig. 2(a) 

d using the circuit of Fig. 2 

he following figures are for 

the IGBTs for all the 

eratures used. To calculate 

g formula was used: 

 

nergy, L is the inductance 

current. Fig. 4 shows the 

rgy (prior to device failure) 

e for different avalanche 

he SiC MOSFET. Similar 

nted in Fig. 5. It can be seen 

energy decreases with 

cause the initial junction 

m for the amount of energy 

 
nction of temperature for different 

SiC MOSFET 

 
nction of temperature for different 

Silicon IGBT 

t can be seen that the SiC 

withstanding higher peak 

 the silicon IGBT and that 

ncreases with the avalanche 

C MOSFET, the maximum 

y the device increases with 

ereas for the IGBT, the 
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maximum avalanche energy is somewh

on the inductances used. 

There are 2 failure modes e

experiments. The first failure mode 

duration with higher avalanche currents

failure mode is low avalanche curr

avalanche durations. Although both tes

evaluate the electrothermal ruggedness 

first test evaluates the resistance of the 

(BJT latch-up for the MOSFET and Thy

the IGBT) while the second test evalua

intrinsic temperature that the devic

sustaining. Parasitic BJT latch-up is also

unequal temperature distribution across

from parametric variability between the

device. In the 1st failure mode, sin

duration is short and there is insufficien

temperature to rise uniformly, hot-spott

significantly to device failure via BJT 

words, the electrical time constant of 

smaller than the thermal time constant s

is primarily an electrical switching mod

with manufacturing defects will fail 

before the chip has a chance to reach its

the 2
nd

 failure mode, the avalanche 

enough and the initial power is small

uniform temperature rise across the 

thermal time constant of the chip is c

electrical time constant of the switchi

temperature limits of the device are te

that the intrinsic temperature limit 

reached when the thermally generate

temperature induced bandgap narrowin

to the background doping of the devic

shows the maximum avalanche energy 

device failure for both the SiC MOSFE

IGBTs with different avalanche durati

The inductance used in Fig. 6 is the 1.2

2.2 mH, in Fig. 8 is 4.8 mH and in Fig. 

It can be seen that for the measure

the smaller inductances (Fig. 6 and Fig.

in electro-thermal ruggedness (max

energy prior to device failure) b

technologies is smaller compared to t

made using the larger inductances. A

duration (inductor) is increased, the fail

from latch-up to intrinsic temperature l

the performance of the SiC MOSFE

silicon IGBT improves. It can be

measurements made using the larger in

and Fig. 9) that the SiC MOSFET is 

avalanche rugged as the avalanche dur

This is due to the higher intrinsic temp

of the device owing to its larger bandg

larger bandgap, the rate of carrier 

temperature is less for the SiC device h

more resistant to thermal runaway. 

 

hat less dependent 

explored in the 

is low avalanche 

s while the second 

rents with higher 

sts are designed to 

of the devices, the 

device to latch-up 

yristor latch-up for 

ates the maximum 

ce is capable of 

o influenced by an 

s the chip resulting 

e cells in the power 

nce the avalanche 

nt time for the chip 

ing will contribute 

latch-up. In other 

the chip is much 

so the failure mode 

de. Hence, devices 

this test rapidly 

s thermal limits. In 

duration is long 

l enough to allow 

chip. Hence, the 

comparable to the 

ing event and the 

ested. It is known 

of the device is 

ed carriers due to 

ng becomes equal 

e. Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 

dissipated prior to 

ET and the silicon 

ons (inductances). 

2 mH, in Fig. 7 is 

9 is 9.5 mH.  

ements made with 

. 7), the difference 

ximum avalanche 

between the two 

the measurements 

As the avalanche 

lure mode changes 

limitations, hence, 

ET relative to the 

e seen from the 

nductances (Fig. 8 

significantly more 

ration is increased. 

perature capability 

gap i.e. due to the 

generation with 

ence, the device is 

Fig. 6. Energy Comparison betw

L=1.2 m

Fig. 7. Energy Comparison betw

L=2.2 m

Fig. 8. Energy Comparison between M

Fig. 9. Energy Comparison betw
L=9.5 m

 

 

 
ween MOSFET IGBT using  

mH 

 
ween MOSFET IGBT using  

mH  

 
MOSFET IGBT using L=4.8 mH 

 
ween MOSFET IGBT using  
mH 
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B.  DUT not charging the inductor (Tes

2(b)i.e. DUT gate is grounded) 

In the second part of the experime

inductor was charged using a high b

device while the gate of the DUT wa

source. In other words, the DUT is n

The circuit diagram used is shown in 

voltage device used was IXEL 40

breakdown voltage of 4 kV and curren

A. Since the avalanche current will alw

the device with the lower breakdown v

high voltage device would not in

avalanche measurements. The breakdo

device was not affected by grounding t

breakdown voltage difference between

and the SiC MOSFET remained the sam

for the avalanche current and the avalan

MOSFET are shown in Fig. 10 and for

11. Fig. 10(a) shows the maximum aval

function of temperature for the SiC M

1.2 mH inductance. Fig. 10(a) 

electrothermal ruggedness for the case 

to charge the inductor (circuit in Fig. 2a

ungrounded) and the case where the g

grounded (circuit in Fig. 2b where the 

and never switched on). Fig. 10(b) sho

for the SiC MOSFET with the avalanc

as a function of the ambient temperatu

as expected, that the electrothermal rug

using the circuit configuration in Fig. 2

of the DUT is grounded. In fact, whe

DUT is grounded, the SiC MOSFET 

points shown in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 1

limits of the test equipment as shown in

 

Fig. 10(a). Comparison of maximum avalanche

grounded and non-grounded gate for the 

t circuit in Fig. 

ent, the avalanche 

reakdown voltage 

s grounded to the 

never switched on. 

Fig. 2b. The high 

0N400-N with a 

nt capability of 90 

ways flow through 

voltage rating, the 

nterfere with the 

own voltage of the 

the gate. Also, the 

n the silicon IGBT 

me [8]. The results 

nche energy for the 

r the IGBT in Fig. 

lanche current as a 

MOSFET using the 

compares the 

of the DUT used 

a where the gate is 

ate of the DUT is 

DUT is grounded 

ows a similar plot 

che energy shown 

ure. It can be seen, 

ggedness is higher 

(b) where the gate 

en the gate of the 

never fails so the 

0(b) represent the 

n the figure. 

 
e current IAV between 

SiC MOSFET 

Fig. 10(b). Comparison of maximum

grounded and non-grounded g

 

For the SiC MOSFET, it is 

difference between the two con

of the SiC MOSFET ground

energy to trigger BJT latch-up

the device hence, the maximum

MOSFET is capable of reliab

for that particular test configura

equipment were reached.  

Similar results are shown 

Fig.11(a) where the peak avala

function of temperature and in 

avalanche energy is shown as 

As was done for the SiC

comparisons have been mad

between measurements with th

the circuit in Fig. 2a where the 

and grounded gate where DUT

where another device charges t

higher temperatures reduce t

performance of the DUTs. Ho

the SiC MOSFETs, there is n

between the 2 tests (grounded 

In other words, using the DU

does not yield avalanche rug

that are significantly less tha

transistor to charge the inductor

Hence, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11

gate for the SiC MOSFET c

mechanism of BJT latch-up

indestructible using the exper

for the silicon IGBT, groundin

on the mechanism of thyristor 

the material properties of 

observation since similar measu

MOSFETs showed significa

ruggedness for all test condition

 

 
m avalanche energy EAV between 

gate for the SiC MOSFET 

clear that there is a major 

nfigurations. With the gate 

ed, there was insufficient 

p and thermal runaway in 

m avalanche energy the SiC 

bly dissipating is unknown 

ation. The limits of the test 

for the silicon IGBT in 

anche current is shown as a 

Fig. 11(b) where the peak 

a function of temperature. 

C MOSFET in Fig. 10, 

de for the silicon IGBT 

he ungrounded gate (using 

DUT charges the inductor) 

T is never switched (Fig. 2b 

the inductor). As expected, 

the avalanche ruggedness 

owever, unlike the case of 

not a substantial difference 

gate vs ungrounded gate). 

UT to charge the inductor 

ggedness capability results 

an using a higher voltage 

r.  

1 show that grounding the 

completely suppressed the 

p and the devices were 

rimental set-up. However, 

ng the gate had no impact 

latch-up. It is thought that 

SiC were key to this 

urements on 1.2 kV silicon 

antly less electrothermal 

ns. 
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Fig. 11(a). Comparison of the maximum avalanch

grounded and non-grounded gate for the

Fig. 11(b). Comparison of the maximum avalanch

grounded and non-grounded gate for the

 

To ensure that the breakdown volta

of the DUT have been unaffected by t

charging transistor, the drain-source cha

DUT were monitored during avalanche 

grounded and non-grounded gate m

drain-source voltage characteristics dur

shown in Fig. 12(a) for SiC MOSFET

conditions where it can be seen tha

voltage does not change. Fig. 12(b) sh

for the silicon IGBT. Fig. 12(c) show

voltage characteristics for the silicon

MOSFET during avalanche where it ca

breakdown voltage is higher for the S

the avalanche duration is shorter. It sho

all the measurements are with the sa

longer avalanche duration in the SiC M

the higher breakdown voltage.  

Similar avalanche ruggedness tests 

out on the 1.2 kV silicon MOSFETs. F

maximum avalanche current as a functi

for the 3 technologies namely, the S

silicon IGBT and the silicon MOSFET 

In Fig. 13, all of the measurements hav

on the 9.5 mH inductor with the DUT n

the inductor i.e. the gate of the DUT i

high voltage transistor is used to cha

From Fig.13 it is evident that the most 

the SiC MOSFET followed by the silic

Si MOSFET. The dependency of

ruggedness capability on temperature

similar between the two MOSFETs pr

 
he current IAV between 

e silicon IGBT 

 
he energy EAV between 

e silicon IGBT 

age characteristics 

the addition of the 

aracteristics of the 

for the case of the 

measurements. The 

ring avalanche are 

T under both test 

at the breakdown 

ows a similar plot 

s the drain-source 

n IGBT and SiC 

an be seen that the 

SiC MOSFET and 

ould be noted that 

ame inductor. The 

MOSFET is due to 

have been carried 

Fig. 13 shows the 

ion of temperature 

iC MOSFET, the 

all rated a 1.2 kV. 

ve been carried out 

not used to charge 

is grounded and a 

arge the inductor. 

resilient device is 

con IGBT and the 

f the avalanche 

e is more or less 

robably due to the 

same architecture. The silicon

temperature dependency with 

current decreasing much more 

is increased. The differentia

MOSFETs capability is the

capability of silicon carbide.  

  

Fig. 12(a). Drain-source voltage char

during avalanche with both

Fig. 12(b). Drain-source voltage cha

during avalanche with both

Fig. 12(c). Breakdown voltage of IGB

gates on both

n IGBT exhibits a higher 

the maximum avalanche 

rapidly as the temperature 

ating factor between the 

e superior electrothermal 

 
racteristics of the SiC MOSFET 

h circuit configurations 

 
aracteristics of the silicon IGBT 

h circuit configurations 

 
BT and MOSFET with grounded 

h devices 
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Fig. 13. Avalanche current for SiC MOSFET, S

with grounded gates 
 

III.  JUNCTION TEMPERATURE CA

Due to the nature of the test, it is very d

the junction temperature of the device 

sensitive electrical parameters du

However, the temperature can be 

electro-thermal equations that have b

finite element models. Using [9] it is po

the junction temperature when the devic

The temperature is calculated using 

 

 

Where TJ is the junction temperature, 

of the avalanche which is extrap

measurements, PO is the peak power als

the measurements, K refers to the

response and is calculated from the 

impedance characteristic provided in th

the time step of the calculated temperat

thermal characteristics for different amb

during avalanche for the SiC MOSFET

Fig.14. The inductor used for the mea

14 was 9.5 mH. Fig. 15 shows the tem

characteristics for the SiC MOSFET 

with different inductors (i.e. dif

durations). The ambient temperatur

calculations of Fig. 15 was 25 C. Fig

show similar calculated thermal transie

IGBT.  

 

 
Si IGBT, Si MOSFET 

ALCULATION 

difficult to measure 

using temperature 

uring avalanche. 

calculated using 

een calibrated by 

ossible to calculate 

ce is in avalanche. 

 

tAV is the duration 

polated from the 

so calculated from 

e device thermal 

transient thermal 

he data sheet, n is 

ture. The transient 

bient temperatures 

T are presented in 

asurements in Fig. 

mperature transient 

during avalanche 

fferent avalanche 

re used in the 

g. 16 and Fig. 17 

ents for the silicon 

Fig. 14. Junction Temperature for SiC

temperatu

Fig. 15. Junction Temperature for SiC 

Fig. 16. Junction Temperature for S

temperatu

Fig. 17. Junction Temperature for S
 

Fig. 18 shows the peak calcu

for the SiC MOSFET and s

ambient temperatures where a 

 
C MOSFET for different ambient 

ures 

 
MOSFET for different inductors 

 
Si IGBT for different ambient 

ures 

 
Si IGBT for different inductors 

lated junction temperature 

silicon IGBT at different 

linear relationship can be 
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observed. Fig. 19 shows the peak jun

for both technologies with different indu
 

Fig. 18. Comparison of peak junction temperature

temperatures 

Fig. 19. Comparison of peek junction tempera

inductances 
 

Regardless that the junction tempera

MOSFET is higher than that of th

MOSFET is more resilient to avalan

capabilities of SiC are the dominan

avalanche capabilities of the device 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

Power device failure under uncla

switching can be triggered under two c

high avalanche current with a short a

(condition A) and a low avalanche

long avalanche duration (condition B)

A, parasitic BJT latch-up due to hot-

from an unequal temperature distribut

parametric variation within the power d

be the trigger mechanism. Whereas u

the intrinsic semiconductor tempe

resulting from thermally induced band

thought to be the trigger mechanism.  

power MOSFETs are shown to be more

under condition B for the 

energy  compared to condition A. In th

there is not a significant difference 

conditions as far as the maximum av

concerned. UIS tests have also been pe

DUT is used to pre-charge the inductor 

when another device is used to pre-ch

while the gate of the DUT is clamp

nction temperature 

uctors at 25 C.   

 
es for different ambient 

 
atures for different 

ature of the SiC 

he Si IGBT the 

nche. The thermal 

nt factor for the 

amped inductive 

conditions namely, 

avalanche duration 

e current with a 

. Under condition 

-spotting resulting 

tion and inter-cell 

device, is known to 

under condition B, 

erature limitation 

dgap narrowing is 

In this paper, SiC 

e avalanche rugged 

same avalanche 

he case of IGBTs, 

between the two 

valanche energy is 

erformed when the 

(condition C) and 

harge the inductor 

ped to its source 

(condition D). SiC power MO

significantly more rugged in 

condition C. The results show 

of the semiconductor is mor

avalanche mode ruggedness tha
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